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1.0 SUMMARY
The NASA Lewis Research Center conducted a test program in 1981 to
establish the operating characteristics of a Vought Corporation designed and
built tandem fan model propulsion system. This wind tunnel model was powered
by two co-axial 12 inch diameter, tip turbine driven fans. The variable cycle
tandem fan propulsion system simulated by the model is particularly well
suited for a supersonic V/STOL fighter. For vertical operations, the system
operates as a high by-pass ratio engine with separate vectorable nozzles from
the front fan, and aft fan and core. Air supply to the aft fan and core is
through an auxiliary top flush inlet between the two fans during vertical
operations. The model is based on the lines of a twin podded Navy V/STOL.
The conceptual lines of a more recent Vought supersonic V/STOL single engine
high performance airplane concept are also shown.
The primary emphasis of this investigation was examination of the flow
properties at the aft fan face in the three operating modes (parallel, series
and transition) of a variable cycle tandem fan propulsion system. In the
parallel mode used in airplane vertical and transition flight, the aft fan
face flow is influenced by the configuration of the top flush inlet. Various
top inlet lip configurations were tested with minor performance differences.
The principal observations indicated the need for a non-separating internal
flow path from the top inlet to the aft fan, and a need to eliminate twin
vorticies typical of a flush inlet. Use of small blow in.door auxiliary
inlets on the nacelle sides is a probable resolution of the vortex flow pro-
blem, as observed by the introduction of additional f low to the aft fan during
transition mode testing.
Series mode tandem fan operation is used for all normal wing borne air-
plane operations. The most significant finding of the series mode testing was
distortion and turbulence attributed to the front nozzle and top inlet
cavities in an otherwise smooth duct between the two fans. Model duct losses
due to these cavities, a service strut, and a front fan discharge rake was" in
the order of 60% of the duct dynamic pressure. This loss was inherent in the
test model. However, for an airplane configuration normal design refinements
would result in negligible or minimal inter-duct losses.
Transition mode operations occur during propulsion system (and airplane
flight) conversion to and from parallel .and series modes (vertical and wing
borne flight). Blocker door configuration of concentric cone frustrums that
were sequentially removed for transition mode simulation resulted in a central
core of flow at the aft fan face having a total pressure approximately equal
to the front fan discharge pressure. Additionally, the partial admission top
inlet flow was stratified resulting in a small region of low pressure air.
Consequently a relatively high distortion was observed. The use of a vaned
blocker door as described in the current V/STOL airplane design* should
basically resolve this difficulty. Notwithstanding, the region of low energy
air was small, one per rev, and since it was only moderately depressed below
the average, stall free operation of the aft fan and core of a tandem fan
engine should be expected.
This investigation established the basic suitability of the variable cycle
tandem fan for V/STOL aircraft. Even in this feasibility demonstration of the
transition section marginally acceptable flow conditions for engine inte-
gration were present at all conditions. There were no major problems dis-
covered although opportunities for improvements were identified. Significant
improvement testing in the future could be performed at static conditions
without using the wind tunnel.
* Contract NAS2-11003
2.0 INTRODUCTION
Since the conception of the tandem fan engine by the Vought Corporation in
the mid '70's, various airplanes have been conceptually designed to capitalize
on its unique attributes for V/STOL aircraft. The Vought designated V!530 is
a twin engine subsonic V/STOL (U.S. Navy Type A V/STOL). The tandem fan
engines operate in parallel mode throughout the flight envelope with only
nozzle vectoring variable geometry. In this configuration, a conventional
subsonic inlet supplies air to the front fan that discharges aft under the
nacelle for conventional flight or is vectored down for direct lift. A top
i.ilet in various scoop and semi!submerged scoop configurations supplies the
aft fan and core!engine during all flight modes. This second propulsion
stream is exhausted thru an aft vectorable nozzle.
The NASA Lewis Research Center tested a quarter scale dual fan powered
inlet model of the V530 in the 10' x 10' tunnel, as reported in Ref. 1 and 2.
A fan powered test of the front thrust deflecting nozzle is due to be reported
in the near future.
From the conception of the tandem fan engine, its attractiveness as a
variable cycle engine was recognized. As a variable cycle engine, the front
fan flow is in parallel with the aft fan for V/STOL operations and in series
with the aft fan for conventional flight. Thus a high by!pass ratio engine is
configured for V/STOL, and a low by!pass ratio cycle for normal flight. As
such, it is ideally suited for a supersonic V/STOL airplane.
A three!view drawing of a Vought twin engine version of a fighter!attack
(U.S. Navy Type В V/STOL) airplane employing this concept is presented in
Figure 2!1. The aircraft is a preliminary design sized from mission analysis
and engine cycle studies. Details of the propulsion system are presented in
Figure 2!2. The Tandem Fan configuration results in an attractive design
since additional engines for lift or engine out conditions are not required.
The engines are cross!shafted so that the fans of both nacelles are powered in
the event of an engine failure. The concept results in an aerodynamically
clean, low drag, nacelle since both front and rear fans operate with a common





































































































































































































control system is provided either by variable area nozzles or variable inlet
guide vanes (VIGV) that change the thrust split between the front and aft
nozzles or between nacelles when operating in the parallel flow VTOL mode.
Low temperature duct burning may be provided to both ducts for A/B VTOL
operation.
Recently, a high performance, single engine V/STOL fighter designed around
the Vought Series Flow Tandem Fan (SFTF) propulsion concept has been studied
for the NASA Ames Research Center (Ref. 3). Integration of the SFTF into an
efficient fighter configuration is accomplished with minimal compromise to the
aerodynamic configuration, as illustrated by the TF120 general arrangement,
Figure 2-3. Figure 2-4 is an artist's rendering of the TF120. A summary des-
cription and performance envelope, Figure 2-5, are included herein to present
an updated example of an application of the SFTF.
The TF120 is a canard delta configuration featuring extensive wing body
blending in both planform and cross section. Canard control surfaces are
located on the wing strakes. Small booms extend aft from the wing to carry
outboard vertical fins and ventrals. Two small control fins mounted on the
lower corners of the inlets pivot from vertical to horizontal depending on
flight regime.
The TF120 is a control configured vehicle with movable surfaces which can
be optimally phased throughout the operating envelope. In addition to pro-
viding direct lift and direction si deforce, this system can cope with battle
damage or random failures with fewer channels of redundancy than usually
postulated for fly-by-wire because of the multiplicity of controls.
The ventral fins below the inlets are unit control surfaces with two axes
of travel. In addition to pivoting to generate normal forces, these surfaces
can be adjusted to any dihedral angle between -15 and -75 degrees. In the
down position they help generate direct side forces and aid in directional
control. At supersonic speeds they fold out to reduce the rearward shift in
aerodynamic center and augment longitudinal and lateral control. At a -45
degree setting the fins can be used as two-axis controls for gust alleviation
and precision target tracking. The aft vertical and ventral fins are all




























































control surfaces are available to generate side forces. The four ventrals
provide control effectiveness into the post-stall regime to enhance combat
agility.
Force controls available for longitudinal and lateral control are wing
trailing edge flaps (elevens), canards and the inlet ventral fins. A trailing
edge flap attached to the 2-D vectorable supersonic nozzle provides
longitudinal trim and high speed thrust vectoring capability.
With the control surface group under integrated software control, it is
possible to compensate for wide-ranging flight conditions, control non-
linearites and component failures. Thus, a very high level of system perfor-
mance can be achieved. However a high quality aerodynamic data base will be
required to realize this potential.
The propulsion system for the TF120 is the Series Flow Tandem Fan (SFTF)
variable cycle engine. The system is composed of shaft-coupled forward and
aft fan units driven by a turbofan engine as shown in Figure 2-6. Both fans
employ variable inlet guide vanes (VI6V) for thrust modulation in the parallel
flow mode (vertical operation) and for fan matching in the series flow mode as
used for normal flight operations. The blocker door, a moderate temperature
burner for the forward fan, the forward fan ventral nozzle, and the rear fan
inlet are located between the two fan units.
In high speed flight, the propulsion cycle is a conventional afterburning
turbofan. For vertical operation, the front fan flow is separated from the
aft fan/core engine flow by simultaneously closing the duct diverter valve and
opening the front fan exhaust nozzle and aft fan top inlet. A unique
"Venetian blind" blocker door acts as a variable porosity wall to provide a
"soft" smoothly distributed flow diversion to minimize aft fan flow distortion
during the transition to and from series and parallel flow modes.
The forward fan uses low temperature duct burning during V-mode






















































The side inlets have a fixed geometry vertical ramp, bifurcated duct
design with blow-in doors for improved VTO performance. The aft vertical mode
top inlet is of flush design located on the upper fuselage. (See Figure 2-3,
2-4)
The forward nozzle is similar to the Vought V-530 parallel flow tandem fan
V/STOL nozzle but has a low temperature burner incorporated into the system to
augment thrust during VTO. An 2-D vectorable supersonic nozzle is used to
vector the aft flow stream. Full afterburning of the aft flow stream is
possible anywhere in the flight envelope, but is not required in the hover
mode.
The series flow tandem fan concept achieves longitudinal control by dif-
ferential modulation of the variable inlet guide vanes. VIGV thrust modu-
lation delivers rapid pitch attitude response. Vanes in both exhaust streams
provide yaw control in hover. Roll control is accomplished by a demand bleed
reaction jet system mounted on the wing tips.
The downwash flowfield of this airplane during hover in and out of ground
effect is considered to have some positive aspects and minimal adverse
effects. In ground proximity, a single warm fountain would form near the air-
plane CG where there is considerable planform surface to provide lift. The
top inlet is exceptionally well shielded from reingestion, and the forward
running ground jet is not normally subject to reingestion in the front inlet.
Out of ground effect, the suck down due to entrainment would be minimal due to
any effect of the front jet being only on the fuselage, and the aft nozzle
entrainment having a suck down primarily on the frontal region of the nozzle.
The ground jet temperatures, 1000°F max, would be moderate very close to the
airplane. Tire and store heating would be modest even in the limit due to the
short time of exposure to these moderate temperatures.
The primary scope of this program was to design, fabricate test, and
evaluate a subscale model of the transition section for a Tandem Fan propul-
sion system. The model simulated the Tandem Fan concept back to and including
the aft fan with the exception of the duct burner and driveshaft. The exist-
ing subsonic V/STOL A subscale front inlet was used in place of a supersonic
inlet. The model was powered by two 12-inch diameter Tech Development Inc.
tip turbine driven fans and was tested in the NASA-LeRC 10 x 10 - foot wind
tunnel.
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3.0 SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
1. AFANPR - Aft fan pressure ratio - referenced to tunnel total pressure for
all parallel mode operations, data reading numbers 17 to 188,
and 336 to 374, i.e. average aft fan out total pressure/PTO.
Referenced to the average recovery of all aft fan face rake
probes for transition and series mode operations, data reading
numbers 190 to 335, i.e. average aft fan out total pressure/
PRECAA x PTO.
2. ALPHA - Angle of attack, degrees.
3. DMAX40 - Distortion of 40 probes at aft fan face -
PTMAX-PTMIN/PREC40xPTO.
4. DPT - DMAX40, aft fan face distortion, used on report figures.
5. DQO - Measured tunnel test section dynamic pressure, ppunds per square
foot.
6. DR# - Data reading number, test point designator.
7. FFANPR - Front fan pressure ratio - referred to tunnel total pressure.
8. MNFFA - Aft fan face Mach number, calculated.
9. MNTHA - Front inlet throat average Mach number, calculated.
10. MO - Tunnel test section Mach number, calculated.
11. PCSPDA - Aft fan operating corrected speed, in percent of design speed
18144 RPM, referred to TTO, calculated. •
12. PCSPDF - Front fan operating corrected speed, in percent of design speed
18144 RPM, referred to TTO, calculated.
13
(CONTINUED)
13. PPS - Flow rate, pounds per second.
14. PRECAA - Average recovery at the aft fan face rake referred to PTO area
average of 104 probes, calculated.
15. PREC40 - Area averaged recovery of 40 probes at the aft fan face,referred to PTO.
16. PT - Total pressure, pounds per square foot, absolute.
17. PTAV=PREC40 - Aft fan recovery used on report figures
18. PTO - Tunnel test section total pressure average of 4 probes
19. QO - Test section dynamic pressure, direct reading tunnel test
section PTO minus static pressure pounds per square foot.
20. REC=PREC40 - Aft fan recovery
21. RPMAVA - Aft fan speed - average of 2 sensors, revolutions per minute.
22. RPMAVF - Front fan speed - average of 2 sensors, revolutions per minute.
23. RPMCAV - Front fan corrected speed, referred to TTO and 519°R,
revolutions per minute, calculated.
24. RPMCAVA- Aft fan corrected speed, referred to TTO and 519°R,
revolutions per minute, calculated.
25. RMS - Root mean square of the aft fan face total pressure, pounds per
square foot absolute.
26. TTO - Tunnel test section total temperature, average of 4 thermo-
couples, OR.
27. WAFC=WRAKEC - Aft fan weight flow, "corrected", this symbol used on report
figures.
28. WINFC - Front fan weight flow at test section conditions of PTO and TTO,
in pounds per second. Based on previous calibration and front
inlet lip static pressures.
29. WRAKEC - Aft fan weight flow calculated from 104 total and 16 static
pressures, and test section total temperature, TTO.
Greek Symbols
a = Angle of Attack
14
4.0 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this test program were to explore the operation of mode]
inlets and interstage variable geometry hardware for a variable engine cycle
tandem fan propulsion system in simulated V/STOL operations converting to and
from normal wing borne flight. The operating characteristics of the front
inlet, front nozzle, interstage blocker door and top inlet were surveyed in
simulated static and low speed flight in a model powered by a front fan
simulator and an aft fan simulator. Full parallel flow mode, series mode, and
two intermediate configurations simulating transition from one mode to the
other were tested. This test data was to form a data base for further design
development.
The model was designed for testing in the 10' x 10' wind tunnel at NASA
Lewis Research Center. The various model configurations were tested over a
speed range of 0 to Mach 0.3 and angles of attack from -10°  to +40°, with
front and aft fan power at various levels.
This test was oriented to evaluation of the flow at the aft fan face for
the various operating conditions. The top inlet supplied all the air flow for
the aft fan during parallel mode operations. In transition mode, the combined
flows from the top inlet and front fan through the partial blocker door open-
ing supply the air flow to the aft fan. In the series mode, the flow from the
front fan plus the front fan tip turbine drive air supply the aft fan. The
aft fan flow conditions were evaluated in terms of recovery and distortion at
various system power levels and simulated flight conditions.
15
5.0 TEST PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The scope of this program consisted of the design and fabrication of the
model by the Vought Corporation. Instrumentation, installation, and testing
in the NASA Lewis Research Center 10' x 10' wind tunnel and data reduction
were performed by Lewis personnel. Data analysis and reporting were by Vought.
5.1 Test Objectives
Specific test objectives to be accomplished during the wind tunnel entry
were as follows:
1. Determine aft inlet pressure recovery and distortion under a wide
variety of airspeed, angle-of-attack, and model configuration
conditions. Parallel flow only.
2. Determine aft inlet pressure recovery and distortion as the model
gradually changes from parallel to series operation, conditions and
configurations to be selected based on 1 above.
3. Investigate the interaction between front and aft inlets.
4. Perform a short flow visualization test run. Tufts and paint streaks
will be photographed to record surface flow patterns.
5. Investigate one or several "quick fixes" to any flow problems noted
during previous testing.
6. Obtain data to analyze aft fan performance in the partial or full
series mode.
5.2 Test Equipment
This test program was planned to simulate the static and low speed oper-
ation of the tandem fan'propulsion system as described in the twin engine
podded system in Section 2. In the airplane system, 'movable components are
scheduled to open the front nozzle, close the blocker door, and open the top
inlet for vertical operations. In this configuration, the front fan operates
in a parallel mode with the aft fan and core engine. In wing borne flight the
front fan discharges directly to the aft fan and core for series mode
operation (front nozzle closed, blocker door opened, top inlet closed). For
16
conversion from and to parallel and series modes, the movable components are
scheduled to sequentially open the blocker door, close the front nozzle, and
then close the top inlet.
5.2.1 Model Description
The model was designed to simulate these airplane propulsion system con-
figurations by use of adjustable and added or removed components. A general
layout of the model is presented in Figure 5.2-1. The front inlet, fan mount,
and fan discharge rake were used from the test program reported in Ref. 1.
The fan drive air supply, control and metering system were also used and
duplicated for the aft fan power supply. A central source of heated high
pressure air supplied these drive systems.
The blocker door consisted of three nested sections of a cone. Removal of
the center cone tip provided a 1/3 open area at the blocker door station.
Removal of the next cone ring resulted in 2/3 open duct area. Removal of the
outer ring provided a clean duct for series mode operations. The front nozzle
a-ea had a "trim" capability for fine area adjustment. Also, by addition of
nozzle blocks, the area could be set at nominally 1/3 or 2/3 area or fully
closed. The top inlet area was adjustable by movement of overlapping arc
segments to provide full open, 2/3 or 1/3 open area, or fully closed.
Details of the adjustable front nozzle and top inlet are shown in Figure
5.2-2. Two inlet lip variants are incorporated into the aft lip nearest the
fan. Bleed holes and a variable position lip vane were the options. When the
lip vane was removed and the bleed holes closed, the aft inlet was in the
basic configuration. Configuration 1 (basic) and 2 (basic and bleed holes)
with the vane removed had a top inlet length of 12.85 inches. When the lip
vane was installed (Configuration 3, 4 and 5) the net length was 12.40
inches. The lip vane could be positioned at 1/2, 1 and 1 1/2 inches forward
of the basic inlet lip. Figure 5.2-3 is a photograph of the model transition


















































































The model was instrumented to measure the properties of front inlet flow,
front fan and turbine discharge properties, aft fan face flow and total
pressure mapping, the operating parameters of both fans, turbine drive air for
both fans and aft inlet lip and duct static pressures. Front fan flow was
measured by front inlet lip static pressures and the flow calibration obtained
during testing reported in Ref. 1. Turbine drive air was controlled and
metered in a ventura system for each of the fans. A two leg rake of 10 total
pressure and 4 total temperature probes was used at the discharge from the
front and aft fans. Total and static pressures were measured in the tip
turbine discharge passage of both fans. An eight leg rake was used to obtain
detailed flow properties at the aft fan face. It contained 104 total pressure
probes and 8 dynamic total pressure transducers. Two speed sensors were used
to measure the RPM of each of the fans. Wind tunnel test section instru-
mentation provided free stream total pressure and temperature dynamic pressure
(airspeed), and model angle of attack.
5.3.1 Operating Procedures
The test program was conducted in three parts, corresponding to the three
modes of tandem fan operation. For parallel mode operations, the following
procedure was used. The model geometry configuration was first established.
The front fan nozzle in this configuration was fully open in all parallel mode
testing. Also the top inlet was fully open in parallel mode testing, and the
blocker door fully intact - preventing flow from the front fan to the aft
fan. During start-up adjustments, without tunnel flow, the aft fan discharge
nozzle plug was adjusted to back pressure the aft fan to a level appropriate
to the desired RPM and flow rate. The nozzle plug was not reset during
parallel mode testing. The run series was performed for each configuration by
setting the operating speeds for both fans, and taking data upon stabilization
of the fan speeds and tunnel dynamic pressure at the desired angle of attack.
In general, only one parameter was changed between data reading numbers.
For transition mode testing, upon set up of the selected geometry, the
front fan was brought up to desired speed at static tunnel condition. The
front nozzle area was manually adjusted to back pressure the front fan
appropriately. For example, in the 1/3 series transition mode, the front
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nozzle was closed approximately 1/3, the blocker door center cone was removed
(1/3 open area), and the top inlet was closed to the 2/3 open position. Then
with the front fan operating, the front nozzle was adjusted to appropriately
back pressure the front fan. The aft fan was brought up to desired speed, and
the aft nozzle plug set to back pressure the aft fan. For the 2/3 series mode
transition testing, the front nozzle was trimmed from the nominal 1/3 open
position, the blocker door was 2/3 open, and the top inlet was 1/3 open.
Although a calibrated fan map, Appendix C, was available, in general both fans
were operated at pressure ratios less than the largest nozzle area operating
line. This operating procedure was used to increase the flow rate since fan
vibration levels prevented operations at the maximum rated speed. Upon final
setting of the front and aft nozzle areas, the run sequence was performed by
varying one of the following parameters: fan speed (RPM), tunnel dynamic
pressure (q), or angle of attack. The data readings were taken upon stabili-
zation of fan RPM and tunnel q.
In the series mode testing, the front nozzle and top inlet were fully
closed. The blocker door rings were totally removed between the front and aft
fans. An analysis was performed to establish the operating mass flow rates
required to simulate an engine in series mode. This analysis is similarly
applicable to a lesser extent to transition mode-testing. In an engine,
although the actual mass flow rate is constant, the corrected flow through
consecutive compressor stages decreases due to the pressure rise. However,
the area also decreases, resulting in approximately the same disc Mach number
at the face of each stage. The two independently driven fans in the model had
the same disc area. However, the aft fan in series mode is supplied with the
flow from the front fan and the front fan tip turbine drive air exhaust. In
general, the front turbine exhaust at front fan discharge corrected conditions
was approximately equal to the decrease in the corrected flow rate of the
front fan discharge. Consequently, an engine in series mode was simulated in
the model when the front and aft fan corrected flows were equal.
In both transition and series mode operations, the front and aft fan flow
rates and pressure ratios were highly interactive, thus, complicating the
setting of operating points to simulate the operation of a tandem fan engine
where the front and aft fans would be operating at the same speed. For
example, in the series mode, the three tandem fan variables (front and aft fan
speed, and aft nozzle area) would have required real time evaluation of each
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operating parameter during the process of set!up of the operating variables to
establish the degree of closeness to typical engine operations. Although this
procedure was not done during this test series, and actually could not be done
since the aft fan rake did not include temperature measurement, the test ob!
jectives were obtained. The degree of tandem fan engine simulation was
considered adequate for a preliminary evaluation of aft fan distortion and
recovery at the selected test conditions.
5.3.2 Run Log Summary
Performance of the test program was undertaken in three operating modes
(parallel, transition, and series). Specific data points were identified as
data reading numbers. Appendix A is a listing of the summary of all test
points as data reading numbers. The following three paragraphs relate
operating mode and data reading numbers.
5.3.2.1 Parallel Mode
Parallel mode testing explored four aft lip variations of the basic model
and the test of belTmouth type extensions to the two side lips of the top
inlet. Oil flow studies were made on the basic model and with the bellmouth.
Data Reading Numbers
о Configuration 1, Basic Model ! Front Inlet, Front 17!49
Fan, Front Nozzle Open, Blocker Door Closed, Top
Inlet Open, Aft Fan and Aft Variable Position Plug
Nozzle
о Configuration 2, Basic Model,
+Bleed Holes on Aft Lip of Top Inlet 51!83
о Configuration 3, Basic Model, Bleed Holes,
+ 1/2" Spaced Vane on Aft Lip of Top Inlet 85!114
о Configuration 4, Basic Model, Bleed Holes,
+ 1" Spaced Vane of Aft Lip of Top Inlet 116!149
о Configuration 5, Basic Model, Bleed Holes,
+ 1 1/2 Spaced Vane on Aft Lip of Top Inlet 155!188
о Configuration 9, Basic Model, Bell!Mouth
Doors on Sides of Top Inlet 337!368
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5.3.2.2 Transition Mode
о Configuration 6, (1/3 series) Front Inlet, Front Fan, 190!246
2/3 Front Nozzle, 1/3 Open Blocker Door,
2/3 Open Top Inlet in Basic Configuration, Aft Fan
and Variable Position Plug Nozzle
о Configuration 7, (2/3 series), Front Inlet, Inlet Fan, 250!303
1/3 Front Nozzle, 2/3 Open Blocker Door,
1/3 Open Top Inlet in Basic Configuration, Aft Fan and
and Variable Position Plug Nozzle
5.3.2.3 Series Mode
о Configurations, (full series), Front 304!335
Inlet, Front Fan, Front Nozzle Closed, Blocker
Door Removed, Top Inlet Closed, Aft Fan and
Variable Position Plug Nozzle
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6.0 TEST RESULTS
A complete summary of reduced test data of the three operating modes
(parallel, transition, and series) are contained in Appendix A. Selected
data on each of these modes is discussed in this section. Although the
front fan was operational during all tests, it primarily impacts only the
transition and series flow modes. A vibration problem restricted
operations to approximately 65% of rated speed, corresponding to a mass
rate of about 70% during the parallel and 1/3 series mode operations.
6.1 Parallel Mode
The test data of the parallel flow configurations includes data from
static operations and operations at freestream Mach numbers 0.1, 0.2, and
0.3 with angles of attack from -10°  to 40°.
6.1.1 Static
The static performance of the top inlet expressed in aft fan face
properties is presented in Figure 6.1.1-1. Total pressure recovery
levels of inlet configurations 1-5 are comparable. However max minus min
distortion is significantly different. The recovery of configurations 1,
2 and 9 could be expected to be slightly higher than 3, 4 and 5 since the
flow area of the inlet is 3.5% greater due removal of the slat thickness
(0.45").
Differences in these five configurations are only in the aft lip
treatment as was shown in paragraphs 5.2.1 and 5.3.2.1. Configuration 9
simulating laterally opening bifold doors providing "bellmouth" sides was
a test program configuration "fix" for the top inlet. This was done to
reduce lip losses. A degree of success was achieved in that inlet losses
at the fan faced were reduced in the order of 50%. Notwithstanding the
losses of even the "bellmouth" inlet are approximately one 'q1, based on
the projected throat area. Actually this is not surprising since the
flow path divergence from the top inlet "aerodynamic" throat into the
entrance to the aft fan would result in local separation in the inlet
duct near the inlet lips in front, and in all probability near the other
lip surfaces also. Thus the flow is unguided and in a simplistic view,














































Figure 6.1.1!1 Static Operation, Parallel Mode
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Small regions of very low total pressure on each lateral side of the fan
face are characteristic of configurations 1 thru 5 in all operations. These
two per rev pockets of low energy flow are quite limited in extent giving rise
to large distortion values. The stall margin impact of these pockets may
actually be minimal on a long chord fan blade, especially since the pockets
are mainly located in the mid-span of the fan blades. These low pressure
pockets are considered to be free vorticies characteristic of flush inlets.
The "bellmouth" side lip extensions (configuration 9) effectively suppress the
formation of the vorticies as shown in Figure 6.1.1-1. Elimination of the
vorticies by the bellmouth is the reason for the significant improvement in
recovery and reduced distortion at static conditions. Similarly, in later
testing, it was observed that the vortex pockets were destroyed with low flow
in the 1/3 series runs as discussed in Paragraph 6.2.1.
6.1.2 In-Flight
Figures 6.1.2-1 thru 6.1.2-6 present the performance of the top inlet
(expressed in terms of aft fan recovery and distortion) as a function of
forward speed, angle of attack and fan flow rate. Formation of the two
vorticies characteristic of a flush inlet are well defined with forward
flight. In general, angle of attack at a given Mach number increases the size
of the vorticies, but not necessarily the strength (indicated by max distor-
tion). The bleed holes (configuration 2) to improve lip flow around the aft
lip of the top inlet appear to be the most effective of the original con-
figurations in-flight with and without angle of attack. The unsteady activity
level (RMS) increases with both Mach number and angle of attack. This is an
additional indication of vortex activity. Figure 6.1.2-7 is a crossplot of
the performance characteristics of configuration 2.
5.1.3 Top Inlet Flow Visualization
Small dots of multi-colored viscous oil were applied to many nacelle and
top inlet locations to observe the migration of the oil as indicators of flow
direction in the boundary layer. Figures 6.1.3-1, -2, -3 and -4 show the
results of oil flow testing of configuration1 at forward speeds of 80 knots
at 40°  angle of attack. The most noteworthy observation of Figure 6.1.3-1
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the freestream in the front nozzle jet. In areas away from the front nozzle,
upward flow is observed due to both the high angle of attack and top inlet
flow induction.
Figure 6.1.3&2 is a close&up view of the basic configuration (#1) of the
top inlet. Noteworthy observations are:
о The stagnation point'is outside of the side lips of the inlet.
о The side wise direction of the flow in the region slightly upstream
of the fore lip may be the first upstream indication of the for&
mation of the side vorticies typical of.flush inlets.
Figures 6.1.3&3 and &4 provide the best indication of the detailed flow
mechanics of top inlet operation. A clear indication of separation at the
lip&duct intersection is shown. The separation bubble is well defined in that
there is upward surface flow toward the stagnation line. This separation was
postulated by the observation of a flow "dump" type recovery loss.
Figure 6.1.3&5 shows the boundary layer flow paths inside the "Bellmouth"
inlet. The flow separation due to local duct divergence at the inlet duct
side is observed. Thus, the duct separation is shown to not be a lip effect.
6.1.4 Top Inlet Lip Static Pressure Distribution
Fifteen static pressure orifices were located on one&half of the top
inlet at the lip highlight. These pressures provides a better understanding
of the distribution of flow around the front, side and aft lips. Figure
6.1.4&1 shows the lip Mach number distribution with 20 Ib/sec flow rate at
static flight conditions with the aft lip bleed holes open and closed. The
most significant observation made from this data is that the aft corner and
aft lip operate at high velocities under static conditions. The addition of a
well rounded fillet in the aft corner should relieve the peak velocities
observed in the sharp corner, even though the total inlet area would be
slightly decreased.
One possible rationale for the lower aft lip velocity with the bleed
holes, holds that the bleed hole flow tends to produce a thicker effective
lip, thus reducing the hi&lite velocity. The reduced aft lip.velocity would
require more flow along the inlet sides that are more closely coupled to the
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6.2. Parallel to Series Mode Transition
A critical issue of a variable cycle engine is its ability to change from
one mode of operation to another with satisfactory operating characteristics.
In airplane conversion from VTO to accelerating wing borne flight it may be
desirable to transition the propulsion system from parallel to series mode
operation over a period from 30 to 300 seconds. Similarly conversion to
vertical landing may use propulsion system transition over a period of a
minute, more or less. In any case, distortion transients could produce fan
stall unless the excessive distortion occured only for a period less than one
half of a fan revolution. Thus transition from one operating mode to another
mode must occur without unacceptable distortion to maintain stall-free fan
operation. That is, even in the limit, movement of large components in the
gas stream could not likely be made fast enough to prevent fan stall, if
intermediate points during the movement result in unacceptable distortion.
Consequently, for preliminary design purposes, and the intent of this inves-
tigation, distortion produced during cycle changeover are considered as
"steady state" and, thus, independent of the speed of the conversion.
6.2.1 One-Third Series
Transition from parallel flow to series flow was simulated in three
discrete steps (1/3, 2/3, and full series flow). The one-third series
configuration opens the blocker door to one-third of the duct area, closes the
front nozzle approximately one-third to provide the appropriate front fan dis-
charge pressure, and closes the top inlet for the aft fan by approximately
one-third. The effect of this configuration is to retain the same front fan
operating condition and slightly supercharge the aft fan.
Figure 6.2.1-1 and -2 show the aft fan face recovery levels, distortion,
unsteady flow activity, and steady state distortion patterns at 0° and
20°angle of attack at 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 freestream Mach number for two-
fan flow rates, corresponding to roughly 40% and 65% fan operating speed. The
corresponding operating points are nominal front fan pressure ratios of
approximately 1.05 and 1.20. However to increase the airfow rate within the
fan RPM vibration limits, the front nozzle area was set such that lower than
calibration pressure ratios were obtained. The main test observations at low




о Pressure recovery at the aft fan face increases over parallel mode
operations by approximately the ratio of the front fan pressure ratio.
о The typical top inlet vorticies (small regions of low pressure)
appearing in parallel flow mode are eliminated (static case) or
attenuated even though the max minus min distortion levels are
comparable in the 1/3 series and parallel modes.
о The stall margin loss due to distortion would be significantly
decreased relative to parallel flow mode since the min pressure is
greatly increased, and the max pressure is above ambient & tending to
unload the aft fan.
Figure 6.2.1&2 presents a somewhat different flow distribution at
moderate flow conditions & corresponding to 65% RPM. The main observations at
these flow conditions are:
о Typical flush inlet vorticies are apparent in the distortion patterns
& shifted toward the top.
о Small regions of high pressure air from the front fan occur in the
lower quadrants of the aft fan face,
о Distortion levels, max minus min, are moderately high, however the
stall margin loss would not be as great as in comparable distortion
levels found in full parallel flow operations at these flow rates
since the high pressure regions would unload the aft fan, and the low
pressure regions are nearer the average recovery than in parallel mode
operation,
о The overall recovery level is comparable to the low flow operation in
this 1/3 series configuration and is likewise higher than the parallel
mode recovery by the amount of the front fan pressure ratio,
о The unsteady level of activity although moderate is significantly
greater than at the low flow conditions & another indication of the
existence of the vorticies.
о The aft fan recovery is strongly influenced by the top inlet
performance & i.e. the aft fan recovery is significantly lower than
the front fan discharge pressure.
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6.2.2 Two Thirds Series
The two!thirds series flow configuration was the second step of
transition. The fans were removed from the model for rework and rebalancing
between the 1/3 series and 2/3 series testing. This rework reduced vibration
levels such that higher flow rates were accommodated. Consequently three flow
rate ranges were tested !!approximately 12, 20, and 25 pounds per second,
corresponding to nominally 40, 65, and 85% of design speed.
As previously cited, the front fan operations during low flow conditions
are obstensibly only slightly powered above windmilling. This can be observed
in detail data reduction as front fan pressure ratios less than one. Thus the
aft fan recovery is less than one, and in some cases even lower than the
recovery at corresponding parallel mode operations, due to the top inlet being
two!thirds closed. A detailed explanation of these conditions is discussed in
the second paragraph of Section 6.3.
Figure 6.2.2!1 presents data for the 2/3 series mode (Configuration 7)
operation at low flow rates (12 pounds per second) at static, and Mach 0.1,
0.2 and 0.3 at angles of attack of 0 and 20°. The following observations
are made characterizing the significance of this data:
о The twin vorticies'associated with flush inlets are not apparent.
0 The distortion levels are low.
о The RMS level of activity is considered to be from small scale
turbulence produced by the blocker door.
о The low pressure region at the top of the fan is considered to result
from top inlet Inflow at approximately freestream static pressure.
Figure 6.2.2!2 presents data for the 2/3 series mode operation at
moderate flow rates (20 pounds per second) at static, and Mach 0.1, 0.2 and
0.3. As with the low flow data, the front fan is lightly loaded ! indicating
the effective flow area of the 1/3 open !front nozzle and 2/3 open blocker door
was greater than anticipated. This resulted in lower than anticipated
recovery levels at the aft fan face. For example, data reading #291,
operations at MOO.3, 0° angle of attack, the front fan mass flow rate was
18 Ib./sec., but the front fan pressure ratio was only 1.025. Consequently,

































































































The following observations of the 2/3 series transition mode operations
at moderate flow rates are:
о There is no indication of top inlet vorticies.
о Distortion levels are significantly increased. However this is due to
a small region of high pressure flow from the front fan ! unloading
the aft fan rather than tending to stall the fan.
о Turbulence level as indicated by RMS is lower than most other
operating points,
о As at low flow rate operations, a small area of lower pressure air is
observed at the top of the fan face. Top inlet inflow is considered
to be the source of this lower pressure air.
Figure 6.2.2!3 presents data of the two!thirds series operation at high
flow (roughly 25 Ib./sec.). The front and aft fan flow rates are
approximately equal. The extent of interaction between the front and aft fans
is more pronounced in this mode than in the 1/3 series mode. The best data
comparisons are available in the consecutive runs in which only angle of
attack was changed ! i.e. at MOO.l and 0.3. Even so a Mach number effect is
not properly discernable between 0.1 and 0.3 since the front fan speed was set
at a significantly lower RPM at M0=0.3 than at 0.1. Consequently the front
fan flow rate and pressure ratio at M0=0.3 is significantly reduced. See
Section 6.3, second paragraph. Thus a Mach number effect is not obtainable.
However at either of the Mach 0.1 or 0.3 settings, there is very little
recovery or distortion difference due to angle of attack. The most signifi!
cant observations at the aft fan face are:
о A small region of high pressure flow from the front fan appears near
the aft fan hub on the lower side and a small region of flow from the
top inlet at approximately freestream static pressure appears on the
topside.
о The max minus min distortion is moderately high. However the low
pressure region is small, and is in the order of less than 10% below
the average recovery. The high pressure regions are higher at 25
Ib/sec than at 20 Ib/sec, but the low pressure levels are
approximately equivalent.
Difficulty in establishing the aft fan operating point on the fan map was
experienced since there was not aft fan face temperature measurement.










assess since corrected flow and corrected speed are only approximations.
However the basic issue of distortion produced in these configurations at low,
moderate, and high flow rates can be observed for general design guidance.
6.3. Series Mode
Series mode configuration testing was a simulation of tandem fan pro!
pulsion system used for CTOL and normal wing borne flight. The front nozzle
and top inlet were closed, and the blocker door totally removed. The duct
between the two fans, although neither discharging or admitting air, did have
two significant internal cavities at the front nozzle and top inlet positions,
but the duct was smooth at the blocker door station. There was a 4 strut
pressure and temperature rake and a large service strut installed at the front
fan discharge station.
As discussed in paragraph 5.3.1, Operating Procedures, in start!up series
mode testing at static conditions, the aft fan discharge nozzle plug was set
to back pressure the aft fan appropriately . The actual aft fan mass flow
rate was equal to the sum of the actual front fan plus front fan turbine
discharge flows. Three sets of data were taken for the series mode: low,
moderate, and high flow corresponding roughly to 12, 20, and 25 pounds per
second. Since flow throughout the test model in all testing was subsonic,
testing at a given corrected flow rate with a fixed discharge nozzle area
results in a decreasing fan pressure ratio characteristic with increasing
tunnel Mach number. This can be seen in Figure 6.3.!1. This characteristic
is formed by having a fixed geometry constant fan face Mach number due to
operation at a given corrected flow, and unchoked or subsonic nozzle flow.
Thus the actual nozzle pressure ratio is a constant. Consequently the fan
pressure ratio to maintain a given corrected flow is decreased by the amount
of the tunnel total to static pressure ratio increase as Mach number
increases. Correspondingly, the front and aft fan RPM required for a given
flow rate decreases with tunnel Mach number. This same characteristic is also
observed in the transition mode (Configurations б and 7) testing as shown in
Figure 6.3.!1. As an evaluative diagnostic for the series mode testing, it
was established that the passage of the air thru the rake and over the two
cavities and service strut, while mixing with turbine discharge air resulted
in a pressure loss characteristic of the series mode model of approximately



































































































































































engine, this interstage duct loss could and would be greatly reduced by
providing a smooth duct, and of course eliminating the rake and tip turbine
inflow.
Figures 6.3.!2.!3, and !4 present the recovery, distortion and turbulence
level at the aft fan face at low, moderate, and high flow rates,
respectively. The significant observations are:
о The distortion and turbulence significantly increase with mass flow
rate. This is considered to result from the top inlet cavity being
closely coupled to the aft fan. This would explain why both the
distortion and turbulence increase with flow rate.
о The decreasing recovery leve'l at the aft fan face with increasing Mach
number is not an inlet characteristic, but the result of decreasing
front fan pressure ratio. The decreasing fan pressure ratio at a
given corrected flow rate with increasing freestream Mach number is a
fundamental characteristic of any flow system having a fixed area
nozzle with subsonic flow throughout the system. Thus when holding
corrected flow constant at low speed flight conditions with fixed
geometry and low pressure ratio fans, the fan pressure ratio will
decrease with increasing flight Mach number up to the point in which
the inlet recovery and fan pressure rise chokes the nozzle.
о With exception of the low pressure "pocket" at the top of the aft fan






















































































































































































































































































































































7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The experimental investigation of this program was subdivided into three
major areas corresponding to the operating modes: parallel, transition, and
series. Thus, the specific conclusions and recommendations for these three
operating modes are presented in three paragraphs. In addition, there is a
paragraph of overall general conclusions and'recommendations.
7.1 Parallel Mode
The top inlet, as configured, exhibited some of the same characteristics
as a flush inlet in that twin side vorticies were formed. However, the tested
configurations left the flow basically unguided downstream of the inlet lips.
Thus in a simplistic view, the inlet flow thru the 'throat' is dumped, and the
aft fan face recovery displays the result of this 4q' loss. That is, the
dynamic pressure of the top inlet flow at the "aerodynamic" throat is roughly
equivalent to the recovery loss at the various mass flows. Installation of
the bellmouth type lip extension (Configuration 9) although slightly improving
the recovery, did not change the basic inlet dump loss characteristic. Paint
flow studies further confirmed this observation. The vortex cores were at low
total pressure. Some pressure measurement error may have occurred due to high
cross flow on the probes indicating the lowest total pressure. This low
pressure within the vortex cores resulted in high max minus min distortion.
However, this distortion could possibly be acceptable to an engine since there
is a quite small region of low pressure.
Several approaches to eliminate these problems of the top inlet appear
promising. For the tested configuration, blow-in doors on the nacelle sides
will likely attenuate the vorticies. Configuring the blocker door to assist
in guiding the flow at the forward lip of the top inlet as shown on Figure
2-6, would help decrease the dump loss. . A reconfiguration of the transition
section to a rectangular shape along the lines of TF120 as shown in Section
2.0 would provide top inlet flow guidance, and accommodate both a vaned entry
and vaned blocker door. This approach would help to decrease the dump losses,




The blocker door of the tested configuration was a build up of concentric
nesting frustrums of a cone. Consequently, the 1/3 and 2/3 series mode
transition flows exhibited a high energy core flow at basically front fan dis-
charge pressure. Flow from the front fan resulted in the absence or weakening
of top inlet vorticies characteristic of parallel operations. The distortion
levels were significant due to the recovery at the aft fan still being
strongly influenced by the partially open top inlet and the core of high
pressure air from 'the front fan. .In this case, the max minus min distortion
is dominated by the core of high pressure air relative to the average
recovery. The low pressure regions are not extensively depressed below the
average. Although a vaned blocker door (recommended in 7.1) should be an
improvement, the transition mode distortion is considered to be acceptable and
not likely to stall most fans since the high pressure regions would tend to
unload the fan.
Thus, the.vaned blocker door and vaned top inlet recommended for parallel
mode configuration is also recommended to improve transition mode flows.
Notwithstanding, some distortion will still be experienced due to the entrance
of lower energy ambient air thru the top inlet.
7.3 Series Mode
The series mode testing conducted was a simulation of a conventional two
stage fan turbofan engine. As such, the typical unchoked fan stream at low
Mach numbers was observed. If aft fan recovery was examined without consider-
ation of the system context, a misleading observation of a decreasing recovery
with increasing freestream Mach number could be made. This observation is
possible also in transition data evaluation. However, this trend is a
characteristic of the test procedure rather than representing a loss mechanism.
The need for a "clean" duct is high lighted in the series mode data. The
significant interstage pressure loss and distortion of the series mode data
are considered to arise from the rake and cavities that are not necessarily
characteristic of a full scale tandem fan engine. The tandem fan propulsion
systems studied use afterburners for high supersonic flight and high energy
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maneuvers. As such, a variable geometry aft nozzle would be a portion of the
system. In future testing, use of aft nozzle reset to properly back pressure
the fans at lower freestream Mach numbers (up to nozzle choking at MO about
0.5) would provide a more realistic simulation. An alternate test approach
using constant area nozzle and constant fan speed at the various freestream
Mach numbers would more nearly simulate airplane and engine operations in the
low speed regime. With this approach, the flow rate would increase slightly
with Mach number.
7.4 General Conclusions and Recommendations
This preliminary investigation established the feasibility of the variable
cycle tandem fan engine in the V/STOL application. Although design improve-
ments have been identified, there were no large problems or "show stoppers"
detected in any aspect of the program. The as tested configurations, without
improvements, tested in steady-state at some of the worst conditions to be
experienced as transients were marginally acceptable. Notwithstanding, big
pay-offs in propulsion system size and weight are potentially available by
improvements in the top inlet to increase the top inlet pressure recovery.
Similarly, decreasing the top inlet distortion would permit fan design with
generally higher output and efficiency due to tailoring the operating line of
the fan map closer to the stall line.
Considerable insight into the design variables can be obtained in static
testing with or without a bellmouth front inlet, and is recommended for
evaluation of some of the design modifications cited in Sections 7.1, 7.2 and
7.3.
This data presentation is considered to present a preliminary view of f low
relationships of the configuration tested and to provide guidance for future
development. Performance of testing of this type with the many variables is
complex and difficult to maintain an adequate degree of simulation. Addition
of temperature probes at the aft fan face would provide the capability to more
closely determine the corrected speed and corrected flow rate of the aft fan
in transition and series mode testing.
As a general observation, the operating procedures and operating mode
transition scheduling of a tandem fan propulsion system provide additional
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flexibility in tailoring a highly satisfactory operational V/STOL airplane.
Acceleration and climb capability from VTO to wing borne flight in parallel
mode by nozzle vectoring is inherent in the tandem fan design. One approach
to transition from parallel to series mode would have an extended sequencing
of components to provide a 'soft' transition at any power level. In this
transition procedure, of varying duration, the blocker door opening would
'lead' the closing of the front nozzle; thus, moving the fan operating point
on a constant speed line on the front fan map to the right. The effect on the
top inlet would initially be an "aerodynamic" closing of the top inlet. The
front fan would not overspeed since it is on the same shaft as the aft fan.
As the blocker doors are further opened, the front nozzle would start
closing. Finally, the top inlet would be closed as the front nozzle is
closed. In going from series to parallel modes, the front nozzle opening
would 'lead1 top inlet opening and blocker door closing.4 Thus, extension of
the test matrix to additional combinations of front nozzle, blocker door and
top inlet areas to more fully characterize transition modes is recommended.
Balance of the tip turbine driven fan engine simulators restricted
operations to approximately 85% of design rated speed. However, in setting up
the test points, the nozzle areas were set such that the corrected flow rate
was approximately 25 Ib/sec at 85% speed. Relating this flow rate to turbofan
engine state of the art practice, a corrected air flow per square foot of fan
annul us area of 40 Ib/sec is typical. For the 12" fans used, this would
correspond to a corrected flow rate of 26.4 Ib/sec. Since inlet losses are a
function of the inlet Mach number squared, and the inlet Mach number varies
directly with corrected flow, the observed inlet total pressure losses at
maximum rated engine speeds would be increased by approximately 11%, due to
testing at 25 Ib/sec. Thus, the fan speed limitations during this test
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APPENDICIES
A. DATA READING SUMMARY OUTPUT
B. TRANSITION SECTION MODEL DRAWINGS
C. TWELVE-INCH FAN OPERATING MAP
APPENDIX A
DATA READING SUMMARY OUTPUT
- SEE SECTION 3.0 FOR SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
SEE SECTION 5.3.2 RUN LOG SUMMARY FOR CONFIGURATION/
IDENTIFICATION
DATA READING NUMBERS (RDG)
1-12, 14, 50, 84, 115, 151-54, 249 & 251
INTENTIONALLY OMITTED
RDG 13
РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 «к OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/Л1





MO ALPHA WRAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF PTO
0.00 !11.86 0.312 0.998 !672.69 !3.68 2057.111
FFAHPR RPMCAVA RPMCAV MNTHA

















READING NO. = 15
DQO MO ALPHA WRAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF PTO FFANPR RPMCAVA RPMCAV MNTHA
0.000 0.00 54.10 O . O O O X x x x x x x x x x 0.00 0.00 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
PRECAA DMAX40
х х х х х м х х х х х х х х х х х х х м
QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO AFANPR MNFFA WINFC WINAC
0.0000 0.00 0.000 609.668XXXXXXXXX* 0.5000 0.000 0.000
READING NO. = 16
PQO MO ALPHA WRAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF PTO
0.000 0.00 ,54.10 0.OOOxxxxxxxxxx 0.00 0.00 0.000
PRECAA DMAX40
X X X X X M X X X X M X X X X X X X X X
QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO AFANPR MNFFA
0.0000 0.00 0.000 609.668xxxxxxxxxx 0.5000
FFANPR RPMCAVA RPMCAV MNTHA










MO ALPHA WRAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF PTO FFANPR RPMCAVA
0.00 !0.42 0.498 1.000 10.99 0.06 2050.847 1.000 6.044
RPMCAV MNTIIA
10.879 0.001
DMAX40 QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO AFANPR MNFFA WINFC WINAC
0.0021 0.0000 6.10 0.033 529.459 ! 0.9999 0.0088 2.516 0.046

























DMAX40 QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO AFANPR MNFFA WINFC WINAC
0.0018 0.0000 3.66 0.020 529.459 1.0000 0.0090 2.520 0.046
RDG 19
РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81



















































































































































































RDG 24 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81

















































ALPHA URAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF РТО
!0.26 10.338 0.977 8.55 0.05 2052.
QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO AFANPR
0.0069 8172.38 44.754 525.698 1.0698
ALPHA WRAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF PTO
!0.26 11.245 0.982 8123.54 44.49 2050.
QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO AFANPR
0.6159 8173.59 44.761 525.698 1.0712
ALPHA WRAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF PTO
!0.51 17.932 0.952 14160.66 76.63 2043.
QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO AFANPR
13.3739 14377.97 77.809 538.317 1.2061
ALPHA WRAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF PTO







ALPHA WRAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF PTO










































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81



















































































































































































RDG 3<t FAC 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT 11/20/81 11/20/81


























































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT *x 11/20/81 11/20/81






























































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81




























































































































































































RDG 49 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81







МО ALPHA WRAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCD5PDF PTO FFANPR RPMCAVA 1



















KDG 51 РАС 10X10X1
READING НО. = 51




















































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT x* 11/20/81 11/20/81






















































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81







































































































































































PRECAA DMAX40 QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO AFANPR MNFFA WINFC WINAC
0.9404 0.2011 51.0741 15702.60 84.062 550.104 1.2301 0.4403 20.678 23.508
RDG 66
РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81




























































































































































































RDG 71 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81






























































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81





















































































































































RDG 81 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81






























































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81




















































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81






















































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81

























MO ALPHA WRAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF PTO
0.29 30.15 10.363 0.922 7896.47 41.85 1985.
DMAX40 QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO AFANPR
0.0492 109.6756 7958.73 42.177 561.348 1.0579
98
MO ALPHA WRAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF PTO
0.29 30.15 19.072 0.909 13339.02 70.66 1983.
DMAX40 QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO AFANPR
0.1299 109.7230 13330.48 70.611 561.885 1.1740
99
MO ALPHA URAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF PTO
0.29 39.93 19.305 0.904 13265.77 70.24 1984.
DMAX40 QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO AFANPR
0.0889 109.7292 13319.50 70.523 562.368 1.1760
100
MO ALPHA WRAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF PTO
0.29 39.91 10.478 0.913 8145.52 43.12 1986.
DMAX40 QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO AFANPR
0.0398 109.5022 8165.05 43.223 562.583 1.0653
101
MO ALPHA WRAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF PTO
0.19 !0.62 11.058 0.971 7364.18 39.38 2023.
DMAX40 QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO AFANPR
0.0889 51.1844 7546.08 40.350 551.398 1.0488
FFANPR RPMCAVA RPMCAV





























RDG 102 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT 11/20/81 11/20/81















































































































































































FAC 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT
107
MO ALPHA U'RAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF
0.19 40.04 19.919 0.942 13329.25
DMAX40 <30 RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO
0.0823 50.9802 13391.52 71.508 552.907
108
MO ALPHA WRAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF
0.10 39.95 19.231 0.950 13882.30
. DMAX40 QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO
0.1532 13.2007 13944.57 74.904 546.380
109
MO ALPHA URAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF
0.10 39.91 12.040 0.981 8268.82
DMAX40 QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO
0.0398 13.3097 8294.46 44.561 546.219
110
MO ALPHA URAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF
0.10 19.97 10.618 0.969 8727.86
DMAX40 QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO
0.1058 13.2414 8757.17 47.047 546.219
111
MO ALPHA WRAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF
0.10 20.01 18.400 0.941 14160.66
DMAX40 QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO








































242 1.233 13980.766 13799.922












RDG 112 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81










































































































RDG 116 FAC 10X10X1 PGM 0059 *•» OPT10M 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT 11/20/S1




















































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81
























































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81






























































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81































































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81
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DMAX40 <30 RPMAVA PCDSPDA






















































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 x* OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT *x 11/20/81 11/20/81
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РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81






















































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81




















































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81




















































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 ** OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81























































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81



















































































































































































RDG 185 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81





MO ALPHA URAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF PTO FFANPR RPMCAVA RPMCAV
0.29 30.20 20.997 0.908 12535.70 66.69 1985.809 1.173 13870.016 12100.027
DMAX40 QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO AFANPR MNFFA WINFC UINAC
0.1401 110.1511 14369.42 76.444 557.047 1.2031 0.4120 18.209 20.433
MNTHA
0.415





MO ALPHA URAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF PTO FFANPR RPMCAVA RPMCAV MNTHA
























MO ALPHA WRAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCD5PDF PTO FFANPR RPMCAVA RPMCAV
0.29 39.95 21.733 0.903 14309.60 76.13 1985.20.0 1.231 14297.766 13812.262
DMAX40 QO RPMAVA PCDSPDA TTO AFANPR MNFFA UINFC WINAC
0.0946 110.1231 14812.59 78.802 557.048 1.2182 0.4303 20.829 20.841
MNTHA
0.425





MO ALPHA URAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF PTO FFANPR RPMCAVA


























MO ALPHA URAKEC PREC40 RPMAVF PCDSPDF PTO FFANPR RPMCAVA






















READING NO, = 190


































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81



























































































































































































RDG 200 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT 11/20/81 11/20/81























































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT 11/20/81 11/20/81






























































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81



















































































































































































RDG 215 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81




















































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81






























































































































































































RDG 225 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81































































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81 !































































































































































































RDG 235 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81






























































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81






























































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81
















































































































































RDG 250 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 к* OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81




















































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81





























































































































































































RDG 261 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81




















































































































































































RDG 266 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 их OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT ** 11/20/81 11/20/81






























































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT *x 11/20/81 11/20/81



















































































































































































RDG 276 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT 11/20/81 11/20/81





























































































































































































RDG 281 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81
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RDG 291
РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81






























































































































































































RDG 296 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81






























































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81





























































































































































































RDG 306 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81
































































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81































































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81





























































































































































































RDG 321 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 кх OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81




















































































































































































RDG 326 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT 11/20/81 11/20/81
































































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81





























































































































































































RDG 336 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81









































































































































































































































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 ** OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT ** 11/20/81 11/20/81



















































































































































































RDG 351 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 xx OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX' 11/20/81 11/20/81






























































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81






























































































































































































RDG 361 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT xx 11/20/81 11/20/81





























































































































































































RDG 366 РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81






























































































































































































РАС 10X10X1 PGM D059 XX OPTION 11 SUMMARY OUTPUT XX 11/20/81 11/20/81
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